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Page 2Posted byu / removed 2 years ago 26 comments 09-22-2017, 06:01 PM #1 Anyone used (Rick) Beato book? Goes for $47 (sometimes at a discount during his live YouTube sessions.) Worth the price of admission? 09-22-2017, 07:34 PM #2 Originally published by zdub Anyone used (Rick) Beato
Books? Goes for $47 (sometimes at a discount during his live YouTube sessions.) Worth the price of admission? Bought it, it's all hands written, don't inspire me to dig, a lot of things I got more from his videos. Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk 09-22-2017, 07:42 PM #3 Originally published 55bar Bought
it, it's all hands written, don't inspire me to dig in, a lot of things I got more from his video. Sent from my iPhone via Tapatalk I got it also because Rick said the answer to the question I asked was in the book, I still can't find the answer. The book collects a lot of digital dust for me. Rick knows a lot, and if he
worked with a ghost write, probably could put out some good guides. 10-22-2017, 09:57 AM #4 originally published docbop I got it also because Rick said the answer to the question I asked was in the book, I still can not find the answer. The book collects a lot of digital dust for me. Rick knows a lot, and if
he worked with a ghost write, probably could put out some good guides. You can give it to me. Thanks 10-22-2017, 03:40 p.m. #5 Originally published stefansmitmusic You can pass it to me. Thank you, Rick has the kids to feed. Rick has discounts recently several times a week. When he does his Live
Youtube talks he gives code discounts for his books and PDF collections. Subscribe to Rick Beato's Youtube channel and click Bella's badge to get notifications and you can get a discount code. 10-24-2017, 02:41 #6 you have I'm half-curious..... . what question did you ask him? 10-24-2017, 01:54 #7 It's
disappointing. I think he's great. But a great mind and a great orator does not necessarily make for a great author. 10-24-2017, 04:22 #8 Originally published by JakeAcci It's disappointing. I think he's great. But a great mind and a great orator does not necessarily make for a great author. There is a lot of
information in the book as far as I remember a lot of chords of scale theory, a lot of modal things all hands written. I'm sure there is a wealth of information, but it was just not for me sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk 02-11-2018, 12:17 PM #9 I like his video as well and his theory concepts. I was very
impressed with his modal modulation (and some of the piano chords that are achievable on the guitar. BUT - he's so C.S.T. oriented that he calls any basic chord type with a flat five 'Lydian chord' or Small b6 Eoli chord... Unlike his videos, where there is an actual Semitone in the Frigian chord is the
same as in the mode itself. So it's standard to call any Major 7th with 5th ' Lydian chord, as it often does? The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 02-12-2018 at 12:40 02-11-2018, 01:59 01:59 Yes, I'm not in music school theory. Disclaimer: He's a much better player than me 02-11-2018, 02:47 PM #11 I watch
a lot of his videos and wanted to contribute something so I bought the book. Look, it's by hand, that's all I can say about it. I'm not interested in going through another theory book. I wish there were recording/engineering stuff in the book, no. He is so imimus not only in music, but also in
recording/engineering. 02-11-2018, 06:12 PM #12 I'm interested in advanced modulation and specialty chord voicings, I was very impressed with his video on modal modulations. Some of his keyboard Voicings are a little s-t-r-e-tch on the guitar but cool and versatile. He's an advanced theorist. little CST
obsessed with lol chord scale Theory..... not what I need, nor crave... 02-11-2018, 08:56 pm #13 He's an interesting guy with a different way of presenting himself than other YouTubers. His channel continues to come up with a lot of my Google searches. And with 225,000 followers he has to do
something right. 02-12-2018, 07:37 AM #14 originally published as Sunnysideup He's an interesting guy with a different way of presenting himself than other YouTubers. His channel continues to come up with a lot of my Google searches. And with 225,000 followers he has to do something right. Yes, it
has a very broad view of IMO theory - Wow.. it's a lot of followers, I hope he makes money from ads and traffic compared to plucked, like most musicians on the internet. The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 02-12-2018 at 12:42 p.m. 02-20-2018, 05:08 AM #15 02-20-2018, 10:37 AM #16 Originally published
by Robertkoa Yes he has a really broad view on IMO theory - Wow.. it's a lot of followers, I hope he makes money from ads and traffic compared to plucked, like most musicians on the internet. He says he makes money from selling his products, just peanuts from his blog videos. Watch this starting at
10:00 he talks about the millions of plays on YouTube for songs he has participated in about 40 songs (as a songwriter, posting ...). Just nothing, nothing ... Five dollars and seven cents for millions of plays... There you go, there is your career in the music business. 02-20-2018, 11:45 #17 If you write
some things with great appeal... You don't want to use ripoff download sites or full Tunes on Youtube. If you work for free, it is often how much you will be paid. Robert Scorpio 2018 ego problem? Yes - I quote myself ... 02-20-2018, 01:18 PM #18 Originally published by Robertkoa If you write some things
with a great appeal... You don't want to use ripoff download sites or full Tunes on Youtube. If you work for free, it is often how much you will be paid. Robert Scorpio 2018 ego problem? Yes - I quote myself ... In this case you will have to hire someone to police YouTube to make sure that your tunes don't
get posted without you knowing about it. 01:37 #19 Originally published by FEP In this case you would Hire someone to police YouTube to make sure your ringtones don't get posted without you knowing about it. Yes.. these companies are so spoiled by people desperate for 'advertising', they get off to
no, paying almost 0. If they charge 99 cents per Download The Artist should get a 33% to 50% minimum. I will have a channel and the prosecutor will notify Youtube not to take downloads from anywhere in the world. Other times, especially if I produce a young vocalist with a video appeal - YT will only get
30 seconds of clips - I have to generate a strong product first .. The real problem is that. The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 02-26-2018 at 11:54 a.m. 02-25-2018, 11:31 PM #20 Wow, his YouTube followers have grown from 25,000 to 250,000 in one month! 02-26-2018, 07:42 AM #21 originally published
by FEP He says he makes money from selling his products, just peanuts from his blog video. Watch this starting at 10:00 he talks about the millions of plays on YouTube for songs he has participated in about 40 songs (as a songwriter, posting ...). Just nothing, nothing ... Five dollars and seven cents for
millions of plays... There you go, there is your career in the music business. ... Millions of plays on YT? What does this really mean? That's less people achieved than having a couple of plays on some NYC-based FM station. What are we talking about? YT is not a platform for selling music. It is a platform
for selling advertising space. Your clips on YT advertising space. Billboards along the highway. Since your billboards are located on the YT-owned highway, YT sells it then shares the money with you as agreed in advance. Does he say how much he earns from the adds displayed over his YT clips? It's
easy to calculate. On average, one small independent YT channel without many followers is used to earn about $1 per 1,000 views. Views and revenues are not so directly related, but in large numbers these levels are so. More channel, more subscribers ... You get better adds over clips, so you earn
more. The ads served over music videos are usually the cheapest of sorts. With a hammer of nails or jumping on one leg, advertisers consider a more worthy space. FYI, YT just kicks small channels from the earnings scheme. The channel must now collect at least 4,000 hours of viewing in the previous
365 days and have at least 1,000 subscribers in total to be able to participate, i.e. for YT to have commercials show over your clips. Don't be suckers for wordy snake oil sellers. 02-26-2018, 08:22 #22 @Fep thanks for publishing Rick's music video about Making a Living 2018. I watched about 30 minutes
out of all 90 minutes. It's really interesting to hear how a successful muso deals with the internet. And his analysis of where the money came from. The more I see Rick, the more I like him. Knowledgeable, fresh, Informative. 02-26-2018, 22:56 #23 Back to the Beato book. Rick was in the process of a
complete type of book tweaking, making an update to existing material and adding some new content, content, Some tests for the reader to work through. This has been going on for the past few months and is nearing completion. When the new edition drops, it will be offered to buyers of the original
edition for everything you want to pay. A noble step away from a gift and a generous guy. ..... Oh, and I have no affiliation to Rick Beato, other than to enjoy his YouTube channels tremendously. That, and wanting him to do well. 03-01-2018, 11:31 #24 I like a lot of information from his Youtube channel ..
especially the Harmonic concepts. If the book is pretty much CST, don't get too interested in it. Not sure if Rick's specialized voiceover for guitar, etc... its the coolest of them are on the piano... 03-01-2018, 01:49 #25 as a writer who can already play. I'm interested in cutting-edge harmonic concepts that I
think Bitto seems to be more interested in... except that he's definitely a CST guy so he talks about the scale of a lot... but he has interesting and useful voiceover ideas that he talks about in addition to the weight scale. But I should also take another look at the books of Contemporary Harmony I suppose I
haven't done in a long time. I'm researching voiceovers on my own... But Rick was really cool with the Advanced Theory section on the keyboard, which plays guitar somewhat, where he mentioned Modal chords type where there is a half pitch in CHORD corresponding to Half Step in his MODE. Now
you're not going to use them on Tin Pan Alley (love that bad name) Tunes, but on modern things R BeBop etc arpeggiated to soften dissonance etc. half-ton chords can sound great ) Please remember that you heard this here first, lol. BeBop and especially after Bebop seems to be a lot of gratuitous faux
momentary key changes that only seem to exist to challenge the Soloist by interrupting the melodic line. The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 03-02-2018 at 08:37 03-14-2018, 11:06 AM #26 What some people call chord theory is actually no more than a way to help keep information organized in your eyes
minds. Anyway I have an educational video by Joe Pass where he actually recommends it (without using the chord scale theory name, although that's exactly what he recommends and said that's what he uses). If it's good enough for Joe Pass to use then it's good enough for me, and if that's good
enough for Joe Pass, then I don't care what some schmuck on the forum says about it. Joe put his stamp of approval on it in that instructional video and it's more than good enough for me to period. 06-14-2018, 08:58 PM #27 There's no way to view your book so buy carefully if you have $30-$50 to lay
around to burn. THE book HEAVY HEAVY ON theory - and without much context. Deep theory is introduced into one, maybe sentences and then followed in some cases by dozens of pages of diagrams and stuff that you were left to interpret everything on your own. Third-year music major at Uni may
use this - but I think 90% of buyers won't what to do with it. See it if you don't want a DEEP DEEP DEEP theory with little context. 06-15-2018, 01:18 PM #28 Beato Book (more on this in a minute), in my opinion, only able to really help a narrow chunk of players and learners. Players who are already quite
well immersed in theory (real theory) and learners who don't need much context. First of all, it's not really a book. It's more like self-guided leadership. It has a lot of charts that are all over the internet and very little context. Deep items are shown taking dozens of pages, and in some cases only one or two
context sentences. This is DEEP DEEP DEEP in theory - while this may be applicable to a second-year music school student, I think he will miss the mark of about 95% of other students. It's THIN THIN THIN in practice suggestions or lessons (think opposite Mel Bay Books). Ultimately, I spent the money
and wish I wasn't - not suitable for me, and without a prior option like Amazon, you have to buy in jeopardy. Just be thoughtful about how much self-student you are and how much you want to really wade through the theory. Unfortunately, Rick hawks the book without explaining who it might help - and his
very approachable style on his videos making people think that the book would be equally accessible - it won't. 06-16-2018, 09:03 #29 I wonder ... the kind of theory I want now is to promote what I'm doing now... more with the 'advanced' chord connection and voiceovers and new modulation types, not
based on V-I, vii-I, but still 'inside' sound. His video on Modal Chords (which doesn't look like classical harmony) with a half step in CHORD revealing a chord just like in MODE - was pretty cool... they stretch physically on the guitar, but a cool resource. I play around with partially quarterly chords - many
are normal enough sounding to match the tunes of the Rolling Stones or Steely Dan etc, but more ambiguous (like all basic b5 or major #11 with 5ths, etc etc etc.). This can lead to good bridges or transitions in the lineup or get me back to Home Key from left field lol. I think Bitto can be great for this
(especially on the keyboard - and I find voiceovers on the guitar) - but not sure if he catalogued it properly to communicate with others (me lol). I call cadences that are not dominant but still solve Soft Cadences, but it's a kind of new subject, and I hate the Pivot chord concept - the absolute conceptual
brick wall mist layer of thought to prevent understanding of distant modulations... Lol. So I appreciate the warning about the Book of Bitto .. still suspect he would be great for that if he thought it was through.... I think Vincent Percicetti said in his book 20th Century Harmony (I need maybe buy that and look
at it now) - Any chord can any other chord -- but there are tricks to make it sound better.. Obviously. The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 06-16-2018 at 09:38. 06-16-2018, 07:46 #30 originally published by Robertkoa Robertkoa ... the kind of theory I want now is to promote what I'm doing now... more with the
'advanced' chord connection and voiceovers and new modulation types, not based on V-I, vii-I, but still 'inside' sound. Any chord can follow any other chord - but there are tricks to make it sound better.. Obviously. wondering as a composer, I get pretty close in having any chord to follow any chord,
something is not discussed is a rhythm that can/does change the connectivity or the decision (for an unimuaded word time) we all know and hear it in the melody Of Short and Frank and Master of This, although F ' don't use Bop or b5 harmony much, (added yes) Re-V- I'm both F' Shorter to use this, but
it's disguised/disguised f e Lydian swinging support and forward between the two chords. A lot of WS stuff ie seemingly unrelated chords harmony, etc. etc. is actually almost diatonic it's the root movement that foxes alone, not much traveling to the fourth (of course there is, I'm generalizing) rather like
melodic small harmony, change the name of the root and hey presto. (Holdsworth in many cases) 06-17-2018, 09:22 #31 @Durban - a good place to be ... Nice call to the rhythm.... because rhythm and Grooves in many ways (especially for me) that breathes life into these chords . Sometimes it seems
that they are connected by common tones and some foreign tones. And then foreign tones deliver the release of voltage depending on the intervals (but not the dominant) , sometimes they are joined by chromatic tones creating false leading tones (not dominant). Sometimes they connect by allowing non-
dominant newts (basic flat five types) to target the chord in different ways. But they don't look like root progressions - they can obviously be smoother with common tones and step-by-step movement, but they are much broader ways of constructing harmonic rhythms and new chords and cadences based
on voltage release (or not) and separated from the Roman-type numberers of progression and the usual movement of the root... They don't have to be out sounding either. And there is a step beyond secondary dominants where the newt decides to extend the destination or target chord (for example,
when we improvise, but ) do it harmoniously in a chord sequence. for my purposes, if it's a Roman numbered type of thing that I call progression, if it's not I call it continuity I experiment and use these ideas and try to catalog them, but in the books Theories there are not many mentions. My ear feeds me
most of them, but it seems that uncharted territory . Write your own cadences and find out why they work later... No.. sappa may have been a master of this, but he composed 'Music Musician' polyrhythms odd meters not what I call super strong grooves - I-I don't play 'Music School Games' (maybe chops
a few lol) ) ) making it sound good and feel good and breaking some fresh ground thing for me. The Latter, edited by Robertcoa; 06-17-2018 at 11:35 a.m. 06-18-2018, 04:22 #32 originally published by Robertkoa @Durban - was....... A good place to be ... uncharted territory. Yes Write your own cadences
and find out why they work later... Lol. Yes, of course know what you mean repeatedly: uncharted do not worry there are only 2 two chords, for example vanilla CM Am Dm G7 and 2 chords from CMaj I really mean Am9 or Em7 and CMaj9 no root, etc. etc. and Dm7 - D Gb C G (Dm11b5) is 6 other chords
etc move that Dmin on ST5 Fr5 to 3 frets now type G7 ish or Fmin ish (haha) again, maybe 6 other chords now you'll hear exactly where it can/should go. makes Dm11b5 (half dim) no 3rd equal E7 '5'9 no root A. IP z. does that mean it's Fm6/9 A. If you want it to kew. You're poking it out. A. Yes........ and
just for that, I now hear ab w. Ab boy or girl or what? A. both, but with leaning over to Lydian OK AbM7'11 . Can you still call it more names? A. If you want......................... just messin here trying to get away from 2 5, but its convenient to once use as a reference extension tonic and V, or renaming blah
blah, if I did not call Dmin Dmin, but something else, also a chord G, can now see how unrelated things can seem. His pretty much taste and compositional skills are to collect/build/create progession melody songs that ever you want to call it. That's what I'm interested in. Chick Corea use these
tricks/devices that you want to call it. Take Windows 3/4 The first chord B-7 second chord is G'm7b5 and Bm6 this type of thing can be quite ambiguous, but it also has a very strong tonal area/region pull, a simple old D Back to th A Eg AbM7'11 Lyd can be the dominant E7 of AMaj or the minor Play Bm9
AbM7'11 AM7 or Am7 etc etc. give the boss a Mambo Spin for taste, waol a new type of progression thing that you get to drift to add chili and garlic as needed. Need.
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